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Your Bank is committed to ensuring that its risk management practices and processes meet global leading Financial Risk Management

standards. Your Bank wants to ensure that regulatory compliance controls are implemented and monitored effectively, so that it would

continually comply with all applicable laws and regulations.

Your Bank offers various services and has coverage across Nigeria. The process of staying up to date with rules, as well as ensuring and

monitoring compliance with each of the rules, could be very tedious, if not streamlined and automated. Particularly, the effort required to

identify new rules could be immense.

In order to optimize the compliance efforts of Your Bank and streamline the compliance monitoring and reporting process, KPMG is

desirous of providing Your Bank with a Web-based Regulatory Portal (“the Portal”).

KPMG’s Regulatory & Business Monitoring Web-based Portal is a cost-effective, integrated, adaptive and automated compliance

monitoring and reporting platform that serves as a one-stop shop for all applicable local regulatory laws, circulars, guidelines and other

publications.

The portal will provide a holistic view of Your Bank’s local regulatory compliance monitoring universe while allowing a proactive approach

to recent developments and regulatory reforms in the operating environment. In addition to providing an easily customized automated

rulebook, the portal will automatically be updated as new rules evolve, thereby relieving the pressure of updating the rulebook manually

and individually.

Web-Based Regulatory Portal
Understanding of Your Needs
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1. Centralized Repository of Applicable Regulations

The Portal will provide a comprehensive catalog of rules applicable to Your Bank,
hence, minimizing the effort required for the identification and documentation of
rules.

2. Streamlined and Automated Updates

The Web-based Regulatory Portal will provide for real-time updates to the rule
book as regulations evolve enabling full compliance by Your Bank and the
avoidance of fines and penalties.

3. Improved Transparency

The Portal will provide additional confidence to Your Bank’s stakeholders that Your
Bank is committed to ensuring compliance with all applicable rules and
regulations, hence avoiding reputational damage and financial losses.

4. Effective Use of Resources

The use of the Portal enables Your Bank to deploy its human resource to other
critical compliance activities of Your Bank’s business, hence saving Your Bank
additional costs. It also substantially reduces the time and resources Your Bank
requires to stay up-to-date with regulatory requirements, monitor and report
compliance.

5. Flexible Compliance Management

The portal minimizes the effort required to identify new rules applicable for new
service offerings and businesses. As Your Bank evolves, the Portal’s embedded
catalog is filtered for applicable rules.

Web-Based Regulatory Portal
Benefits of Migrating to the Web-Based Regulatory Portal

Centralised process of identifying emerging 
developments and regulatory reforms via the 

use of an automated compliance portal

Proactive and consistent approach to change 
management to minimize efforts required to 

conform to regulatory reforms

Holistic view of the compliance universe and 
Automated report generation

Customized and up-to-date automated 
compliance rule book and monitoring 

programme. Easily updated with internal policies

Easy-to-interpret compliance reports
Ease of update of compliance status by 

responsible officers

Reduction of redundant and duplicative efforts in 
complying with regulatory requirements

Automatic reminder-emails for due regulatory 
requirements

Features
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Web-Based Regulatory Portal
How We Can Add Value

Cost of Non-Compliance

Loss of 
Business 

Opportunities

Regulatory 
fines or 
litigation

Major loss of trust 
or reputation from 

stakeholders

Increased 
requirements 
imposed by 
regulators

Efficiency through a collaborative approach
Our leading practical solution is based on a collaborative
approach that provides a high-level assessment of your
needs.

Are you looking to avoid reputational damage, financial 
loss, or prevent loss of public confidence?

Do you have the desire to conduct your business 
activities in accordance with applicable regulatory 
requirements? 

Are you looking for a solution that prevents regulatory 
sanctions?

Are you looking for efficient ways to meet regulatory 
expectations and keep customers happy?
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Web-Based Regulatory Portal
The Portal: Step by Step

Home Page This shows the most recent regulatory updates, contact 
information, summary of the different regulation types, 
and links to the registration and log in pages.

Set Characteristics

Here, users can customize the rule book to suit their various 
regulatory requirements by setting their business characteristics 

and service offerings in order to receive only those regulatory 
updates that affect their business.

Registration
Users can register by entering basic 
business and log in information using 
the registration form.

Log In

Users can log in by entering their 
username and password details. This is to 
prevent unauthorized access to the Portal.

Regulations
Regulations may be filtered by circulars, local 

and international laws, publications and 
guidelines.

Users with administrative rights can add new 
rules. 

.

Automation

Here, users update with the information 
necessary for automatically sending out 

updates, reminders and escalation mails.
Users can also provide evidence of 

compliance to aid analysis

Gap Assessment
Here, users customize the details of 

their compliance risk assessment, 
monitoring plan and procedures, to 

ensure compliance. Dashboard

Users can view compliance reports, such as 
compliance risk map, compliance statistics and 
analysis. Users can also view and edit their 
profiles, as well as change their login details.

Elements
8
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Disclaimer

• This Presentation is made by KPMG Advisory Services (“KPMG”), a Nigerian partnership, member firm of
the KPMG network of independent firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity, and is in all respects subject to the negotiation, agreement, and signing of a
specific engagement letter or contract. KPMG International provides no client services. No member firm has
any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm visàvis third parties, nor does
KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm.

• This Presentation contains confidential material proprietary to KPMG. The materials, ideas, and concepts
contained herein are to be used exclusively to evaluate the capabilities of KPMG to assist Your Bank.

• This information and the ideas herein may not be disclosed to anyone outside Your Bank or be used for any
other purpose, except with the prior consent of KPMG.

Thierry Mbimi
Partner and Head, Financial Risk Management
A Leader of KPMG SSA Regulatory Center of Excellence
Mobile Number: 234-816-573-1017
Email: thierry.mbimi@ng.kpmg.com
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